
TURBOCHARGER HOSE PACKS

Complete Replacement in a Single Pack
Vehicle specific turbocharger hose replacement.

PACKAGED FOR SUCCESS
Turbochargers are a large part of the current car parc and will continue to grow rapidly.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Research has shown instances of OE turbocharger hoses becoming oil-soaked and subsequently 
failing, rendering the system inoperable until the hose is replaced.

Currently, turbocharger replacement parts are often only available at the OE dealer, making it harder 
to find parts when needed.

Additional parts to complete the repair, such as clamps, can be hard to find, leading to extra sourcing 
time and inconvenience.

In Australia, 1.9 million vehicles (or 14% of the 
market) currently have turbo engines. This number 
is predicted to grow to 4.2 million vehicles by 2019. 

Greater fuel efficiency and performance are driving 
turbocharger growth across a full range of vehicles.

This segment deserves our attention.

OEM’s use flexible turbocharger hoses made 
from specially formulated rubber compounds.

These hoses were not readily available to the 
Australian automotive aftermarket other than 

directly from the dealers, often with them 
being unavailable. Until Now!
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The Aftermarket Solution for Turbocharger  
Hose Replacement In One Complete Pack 

All the parts needed for complete repair – nothing more, nothing less.

For application information, please scan here to visit the 
Gates website at: gatesaustralia.com.au/turbopacks
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THE SOLUTION

Available Now for the Aftermarket – Gates Turbocharger Hose Packs are the first aftermarket 
solution in Australia, and provide a real and available solution to the automotive technician where the 
alternative would be to either lose the replacement business to the OE dealers or source from the 
dealers at an incredible premium.

Gates all-in-one packs include the turbocharger hose, and two correctly fitted clamps.

Applicated/Vehicle Specific Program – Other than supplying only the Turbo Hose (as the OE dealers 
do), Gates have created a customised program which incorporates the correct Turbo Hose with the 
relevant Lined Clamps to produce an applicated (vehicle specific) Turbo Hose Pack program.


